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“Get Money out of Politics”: DNC Emails Reveal a Corrupt and Unreformable Party and
System

By Gloria La Riva, July 27 2016

Amid a new scandal Debbie Wasserman Schultz was left no alternative but to step down
from her  role  as the Chairwoman to the DNC,  the Democratic  National  Committee,  in
seeking to sabotage Bernie Sanders’ challenge to Hillary Clinton for the nomination.

Jill, not Hill! Activists in Philadelphia Shift Their Support to Green Party Candidate Jill Stein

By Stephen Lendman, July 27 2016

Activists in Philadelphia’s downtown plaza chanted “Jill,  not Hill.” Jill  Stein, presumptive
Green Party presidential nominee, a longtime physician/activist, a true populist, wanting her
professional skills used to heal a sick nation. It desperately needs what she can provide,
media-supported corrupted duopoly power denying her the chance to become president by
virtually ignoring her candidacy, opposing what she stands for.

Palestine: Both Trump and Clinton Would Approve Illegal Annexations as Demanded by the
US-Israel Lobby

By Anthony Bellchambers, July 27 2016

Hugely increased arms shipments and loans would be the policy of the new White House for
a US-armed Israel to dominate the Middle East on behalf of America Whoever is elected US
president next November, whether Republican nominee Donald Trump or Democrat Hillary
Clinton, they will likely have the advantage of hundreds of millions of dollars in casino funds
plus the power of the AIPAC lobby in Washington and the CFI lobby and BICOM in London  all
being either key players or major factors in an international movement to legalise the Israeli
occupation of the West Bank, East Jerusalem and the Golan Heights.
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NSA Whistleblower: Not So Fast On Claims Russia Behind Hillary Clinton Email Hack

By Washington’s Blog, July 27 2016

The  mainstream  media  alleges  that  Russia  was  behind  the  hack  of  Hillary  Clinton’s
emails.  The media is  parading out the usual  suspects alleged experts to back up this
claim.  Washington’s  Blog asked the highest-level  NSA whistleblower in  history,  William
Binney the NSA executive who created the agency’s mass surveillance program for digital
information, who served as the senior technical director within the agency, who managed
six thousand NSA employees, the 36-year NSA veteran widely regarded as a “legend” within
the agency and the NSA’s best-ever analyst and code-breaker, who mapped out the Soviet
command-and-control  structure before anyone else knew how, and so predicted Soviet
invasions before they happened (“in the 1970s, he decrypted the Soviet Union’s command
system, which provided the US and its allies with real-time surveillance of all Soviet troop
movements and Russian atomic weapons”) – what he thinks of such claims.

“Two for the Price of One”: Democrats Nominate Clinton Crime Family for a Second
Co-Presidency

By Stephen Lendman, July 27 2016

Bill Clinton once bragged about electing him president meant getting “two for the price of
one.” Here we go again. Exposed electoral rigging along with unelected party insider super-
delegates handed the Clinton crime family another chance for the nation’s highest office.
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